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Abstract

As computational data analysis and visualization tools permeate more fields, the ability to generate results has often outpaced the ability to meaningfully record and reflect on them. Interactive visual applications on the web allow users to explore data and gain insight, but these findings are often ephemeral, lost when a new page is loaded. Computational notebooks combine cells of code with their outputs and explanatory text, and have become key tools in exploratory data analysis. However, the ability to modify and reorder cells often produces unknown or ambiguous dependencies, leading to problems with reproducing past results. In both settings, being able to rapidly explore data seems to be in tension with being able to reproduce and extend that work. My research aims to develop methods that improve the reproducibility of interactive web applications and computational notebooks without impeding the fast and flexible analyses these environments facilitate. Furthermore, making individual explorations more robust and reproducible can often enhance collaboration, allowing others to understand and extend that work.
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